Abstract: Image edge structure is often the most important feature in image processing and pattern recognition, and edge detection is mainly used to measure, detect and locate the gray level change. Wavelet analysis is a kind of multi scale edge detection method which has excellent denoising ability and complete edge detection ability. Using quadratic B-spline strip as operator, using edge detection algorithm based on wavelet analysis and dealing with the characteristics of texture image and heartbeat advantages and wavelet transform for image detail description of organic unifies in together, get the edge image quality is better.
Introduction
The basic feature of the image is the edge, which exists between the target and background, the target and the target, the region and the region, the basic element and the base element. The edge, which refers to the pixel gray levels or changes in the roof of the collection-pixels, is the image of a variety of different points. Such as: oscillation, shadow, bright spot, peak points and texture, etc. It can outline the characteristics of the set outline of the object, transfer the image of a variety of information, is an important feature of the describing image of the object [1] . It provides important characteristic parameters to describe or identify the target image or to interpret the image. It contains most of the energy of image. The image edge detection is an important stage of image processing. It is widely used in image segmentation, image classification, image registration and pattern recognition, etc.
In 1992, Mallat [2] presented using wavelet analysis of singular signal detection method, and the Gaussian function and its derivative respectively as the smoothing function and the mother wavelet function the method was verified, gives good experimental results [3] . The wavelet analysis theory is applied to digital image edge detection. Using wavelet transform of the signal of multiscale analysis is very suitable for local signal, using a different window to detect image edge is multi-scale edge detection, in the extraction of image edge and can effectively suppress noise.
Wavelet modulus maxima edge detection algorithm
Multiscale edge detection is in different scales to polish the original signal (the original image) and then by polished signal of first-order or second-order derivative to detect the changes of the original signal. The changes are the original signal edge, the edge points are connected into a curve form signal (image) edge. If wavelet function would be viewed as a derivative of a smooth function, signal wavelet transform modulus local maxima corresponding to signal the mutation point (or 6th International Conference on Machinery, Materials, Environment, Biotechnology and Computer (MMEBC 2016) edge). If the wavelet function would be regarded as the second derivative of a smooth function, the zero crossings of the signal wavelet transform modulus, corresponding to the signal point mutation (or edge). Therefore detection of wavelet coefficient of variation method with zero and local extremum can the edge position of the signal detection. As shown in Figure 1 , f(x) as a step function, g(x) for one dimensional Gauss function, * representation of convolution, the following three figure indicates the first order of Gauss smoothing, second order and third order derivative. From the graph, we can see that zero point is not always the point of the corresponding signal, and the modulus maxima of the wavelet analysis correspond to the point of the signal. It can be seen that the wavelet analysis can be used to detect the edge of the image by using the modulus maximum value.
In the wavelet domain, the edge detection is equivalent to the modulus maxima of the wavelet transform, and the basic principle of the wavelet transform is briefly introduced [4] . That is proving 
simulation experiment
In image edge detection, the selection of wavelet function is directly related to the detection results. Through the analysis of the efficient method based on B-spline edge detection is constructed to minimize the loss of information of a three B-spline image structure in the image processing, the structure to be superior to those commonly used in Gaussian and Laplacian pyramid structure.
Multiscale edge detection of wavelet transform of the image Gatlin, according to establish multi resolution of two scale difference equation shows the wavelet function
, where n h is the low pass filter, n g is the high pass filter. Wavelet function and scaling function to do the Fourier transform: As shown in Figure 2 , is the multiscale edge detection of wavelet transform of the image Gatlin left is Gatlin original image and the right (a) is the first level wavelet transform edge detection results and (b) is the second wavelet transform edge detection results. The selected wavelet basis is the two-B-spline wavelet, which can be seen that the image edge detection effect is good.
Summary
In this paper, we use the two B spline wavelet edge detection algorithm, the wavelet transform to deal with image heartbeat texture advantages and the characteristics of wavelet transform image details of the description of the combination of [5] . The experimental results show that the description of the algorithm to enhance the clarity of the image edge outline, road closures the details of image edge, the edge of the linear structure has emerged, edge detection result is satisfactory, the edge image quality is better.
